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A B S T R A C T

The interaction of work fluid mechanics with that of the rotary system itself, basically composed of
axes, bearings and rotors, is performed by inserting equivalent dynamic coefficients in the
mathematical model of the rotor, the latter being obtained by the finite element method. In this paper,
the dynamic coefficients of inertia, stiffness and damping of the flat seals analyzed here are evaluated,
from the point of view of the dependence of the geometric characteristics of the seals and the operating
conditions of the machine. Then, once incorporated into the entire rotating system model, the flow
seals are also analyzed from the point of view of their influence on the overall dynamic response of the
rotating machine. The mechanical seals of the cylindrical, conical and stepped type were analyzed,
determining, for this purpose, the dynamic coefficients of damping, stiffness and inertia. In addition,
the influence of physical and operational parameters of the system in relation to these elements were
verified. Therefore, the modeling and analysis of flow seals are inserted in an interesting and promising
way in the context of the global research theme in rotary machines.
doi: 10.5829/ije.2019.32.01a.23

1. INTRODUCTION1
The origin of the analysis of flow seals goes back to the
study of rotary machines and, above all, to the
development of the theory of lubrication initially
applied to the bearings. For, from the equation of this
theory, there was the expansion of knowledge and
application to mechanical seals.
Lee and Polycarpou [1] Waara et al. [2] pioneered
the study of hydrodynamic lubrication. Although they
did not know each other, the experimental results
obtained, regarding the support of a rotor by an oil film,
were similar.
The relative motion between two surfaces separated
by a fluid film analyses were successfully addressed in
the scope of deterministic field [3-8].
In the context of annular plane seals, Ha et al. [9],
from the analysis of eccentric annular plane seals,
*Corresponding Author Email: alouach_mak@yahoo.com (M. A. K.
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performed a study for floating ring seals, in order to
determine the floating position of the ring, the
coefficients dynamics of the rotor and the design
parameters, with the solution based on Nelson and
Nguyen Fourier Transform method [10]. Kwanka [11]
reported that the destabilizing force present on the seals
is caused by the cross-stiffness terms, and these are
counterbalanced by the direct damping terms, so it is
necessary to know and take into account the damping in
the seals [12].
Derelli and Eser [13] determined the dynamic
coefficients of staggered labyrinth seals, considering
both the first order pressure and the shear forces in their
calculation. These results were compared with values
obtained previously, which took into account only the
pressure for the calculation of the coefficients [14, 15].
In order to minimize the effect of friction and gravity
load, Hasegawa [16] presented the noncontact gravity
compensator applying magnetic fluid seals. Yang [17]
proposed a new type of stepped magnetic fluid seals
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based on the magnetic fluid seal with multiple magnetic
sources or stepped labyrinth seals to improve the
pressure capacity of the magnetic fluid seal with a large
sealing gap.
Shen et al. [18] simulated a system composed of
rotor, bearing, foundation and labyrinth seal. The
governing equations were described by the finite
element method. After the theoretical analysis,
experimental tests were performed. The theoretical
results were in agreement with those obtained
experimentally [19, 20]. The method of analysis in this
work was based on theory discussed by Childs [21].
In this paper, the mechanical seals of the cylindrical,
conical and stepped type were analyzed, determining,
for this purpose, the dynamic coefficients of damping,
stiffness and inertia. In addition, the influence of
physical and operational parameters of the system in
relation to these elements were verified. Therefore, the
modeling and analysis of flow seals are inserted in an
interesting and promising way in the context of the
global research theme in rotary machines; because, it
would be possible to insert the effects of this component
in the complete mathematical model of the rotating
system in the computational package, until then
developed for axes, rotors, bearings and structures.
2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS
The governing equations for fluid analysis, mass
conservation equation and the amount of movement,
axial and circumferential, are obtained through a basic
equation, in integral form, presented by Fox and
McDonald [22], represented by Equation (1).
d
 dN 

 dt 

 system dt

c.v d   c.sV .d A

(1)

wehere N is extensive arbitrary property;  is intensive
property corresponding to N, or extensive property per
unit mass; c.v. is control volume; c.s. is control surface;
ρ is specific mass [kg /m3]; V is velocity measured
relative to the surface of the control volume [m/s]; d
is volume differential [m3]; d A is Area differential
[m2];  dN 

is Total rate of change of the extensive

property, N;

d
 d 
dt c.v

 dt  system

is rate of change of the

extensive property, N with time and existing in the
control volume.
 d  : Mass element in control volume [kg];
  d  : Total amount of the extensive property, N,
c .v

existing in the control volume;
 V .d A : Net flow rate in the extensive property, N,
c. s

through the surface of control;

V .d A : Flow rate through the area element. The sign of

this term depends on the of the velocity vector, V ,
relative to the area vector.
According to Moran and Shapiro [23], a control
volume, also known as an open system, is a region of
space enveloped in a prescribed contour, where the
mass flows can cross its border. A closed system, or
control mass, is characterized by a certain amount of
mass under study and always contains the same amount
of matter, that is, its portion is fixed. The boundary of
the system, in turn, is called the control surface.
An intensive property is a quantity dependent only
on the state of the system and not on its mass, such as
temperature, pressure and specific mass, while extensive
property depends directly on the mass of the system,
such as volume and mass.
Thus, general Equation (1) represents a generic ratio
of the rate of change of any extensive property of a
system and its variation in a control volume, so it is
necessary that the control volume and the system
coincide at the instant of time analyzed. The control
volume was adopted for the analysis of Equation (1),
since, because it is a fluid, it becomes difficult to
identify and follow its mass at different instants of time,
since it may be deforming
Thus, it is possible to obtain the conservation
equations of mass and quantity of movement, and,
following formulation in the integral form, similar to
Equation (1). It can be developed in the differential
form, presenting them in the most appropriate way to
the configurations of this study, according to Childs
[21]. From Equation (1) the formulations describe,
respectively, the continuity, axial motion and
circumferential motion equations are:
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where, W is the axial velocity component and U is the
circumferential or tangential velocity component,
measured through the film. 'r' and 's', respectively;
characterize the rotor and stator faces, as well as τr and
τs are the shear stresses acting at the rotating fluid
interface and at the static interface, H represents the gap
function at the flow.
r
s
The shear stresses  HZ
,  HZ
,  Hr  ,  Hs  , represent the
components in Z and θ at the interface of the rotating
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fluid (r) and the static interface (s). From the
definitions [21], these stresses are characterized by the
stator and rotor friction factors (s, r), and by the
relative velocities of mass flow at the stator and rotor
interfaces. Because of these stresses, the governing
equations for fluids cannot be simplified in the
Reynolds equation, unlike in lubricated bearings.
The dimensionlessness of the conservation equations
of mass and quantity of axial and circumferential
motion, is necessary to make them independent of the
direct parameters of the system, ie, diameter, gap and
seal length, thus avoiding eventual variations of the
equations in function of these parameters.
In addition, the use of the dimensionless formulation
facilitates the application of the numerical method
employed, since it is possible to transform the real mesh
into a uniform numerical mesh. Starting from the
definitions:
H Slack function along Z [m],
C0 Seal clearance relative to the input shaft (Z = 0) [m],
C1 Seal clearance relative to the output shaft (Z = L)
[m],
Radial Average clearance [m],
Cr
Volumetric flow rate [m3/s],
Q
L
Axial length of seal [m],
R
Spindle radius [m],
U
Mean circumferential velocity [m/s],
W
Mean axial velocity [m/s],

Rotation speed of the rotor [rad/s],
P
Pressure [N/m2],
W0  Q / 2 RC r W0 is the mean axial velocity [m/s],
T
Flow time of the fluid along the axis [s].
According to Childs [21], the dimensionless variables
are given by the following relations:
z = Z/L Non-dimensional variable of length,
 = t/T Non-dimensional variable of time,
T = L/W0 Flow time of the fluid along the axis [s],
p = P/ρW0 Non-dimensioned pressure variable,
u = U/R Dimensional variable of circumferential
velocity,
h = H/ Cr Addimensionalized clearance variable,
w = W/W0 Dimensional axial velocity variable,
B * R/W0 Parameter dimensionless.
In the dimensionless form the equations of the
conservation of mass, amount of axial movement and
amount of movement are:
h
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(7)

Likewise, we have the dimensionlessness of the relative
velocities, (Equations (8) and (9)), and the friction
factors related to the Moody model (Equations (10) and
(11)), which are necessary parameters for the solution of
Equations (5) to (7).
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Being that:
a2r  2.104  r 

a2s  2.104  s
a3  106 / Re0 
Coefficients for the solution by Moody
a1  1,375.103

Re0  2C rW0  / 

Reynolds number

es
er


Stator Absolute Roughness [m]
Absolute rotor rigidity [m]
Absolute viscosity [Pa.s]
s
s
  e / 2C r
Stator Relative Roughness

 r  er / 2C r

Relative Rotor Roughness
Thus, from the dimensionless form of the equations
of continuity, the amount of axial and circumferential
motion, Equations (9), (10) and (11), respectively; it is
possible to apply the finite volume method using a
uniform and constant mesh.
The great advantage of dimensionlessness is that this
mesh is independent of the physical and operational
parameters of the system, that is, for any type of seal
and any operating condition, the system is solved with
the same mesh. Once the numerical simulation is
finished, the dimensionless results can then be
converted into its dimensional form to analyze the
influence of the design variables of the flow seals.

(5)

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

(6)

The method for determining the dynamic coefficients of
a flow seal consists of the solution of the gouverning
equations, considering a system disturbance, which
causes the shaft to oscillate in relation to the position of
equilibrium flow-seal axis.
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3. 1. Conical Flat Seals
The analysis of the
conical seals was performed for the seal considering, for
this, different radial clearances in the entrance and the
exit. The other geometric and operational data used are
similar to those for cylindrical flat seals; data are
presented in Table 1.
The values of the radial clearance used are shown in
Table 2, as well as the slope angle values, α, for the seal.
It is important to analyze this parameter, since the
theory applied in this work is only valid for very small
angles. Thus, according to Table 2, the applicability of
the theory is verified, since α is always smaller than one
degree.
Figure 1 describes the pressure distribution along the
seal length for the seal described in Tables 1 and 2.
As shown in Figure 1, it can be seen that the
pressure distribution presents a very stable variation in
relation to increase in radial clearance when the C0/C1
ratio is maintained.
Table 3 presents the values of the dynamic
coefficients for the two seals analyzed in Figure 1.
Similarly, qn increase in radial clearance results in a
decrease in the value of the dynamic coefficients.
TABLE 1. Tapered flow seal parameters for disturbed system
calculations [21]
P (bars)

R(mm)

L(mm)

(rpm)

76.20

50.80

3000

(Kg/m3)



e

s = r

1000

0.1

1.0

0.001

35
µ (PaS)
1.3 10

-3

TABLE 2. (a) and (b) input values radial clearances (C0) and
output (C1) for conical seal
C0 = 0.381 mm (a)

 = 0.22°

C1 = 0.1905 mm (a)
Seal

C0 = 0.762 mm (b)

 = 0.65°

C1 = 0.1905 mm (b)

TABLE 3. Staggered flow seal parameters for calculations
with the disturbed system.
P (bars)
35
(Kg/m )
3

1000

R(mm)

L(mm)

(rpm)

µ (PaS)

76.20

25.40

3000

1.3 10-3



e

s = r

0.1

1.0

0.001

According to Childs and Dressman [24], the
introduction of an angle in the original cylindrical seal,
resulting in a conical seal, causes a reduction in the
direct damping term and an increase in the inertia term,
but the direct stiffness term continues practically
constant.
Comparing the values for the seal, it can be seen that
the inertia term is the one that presents the greatest
variation, in the order of 40%, since the direct damping
term suffers a reduction of 4% while the direct term of
stiffness shows a decrease in the order of 3.5%.
Figure 2 show the behavior of the direct terms of
stiffness and damping and the cross-stiffness term for
the seal type, shown in Table 2, in relation to the
pressure gradient. The other coefficients are not shown
in the graph because they remain practically constant.
The same tendency observed for the coefficients in the
cylindrical seal is present in the conical seal, the values
of the dynamic coefficients are smaller. Figure 3
describe the behavior of the dynamic coefficients as a
function of the rotation speed of the shaft. Again, the
inertia term was not represented by being constant with
respect to the speed of rotation.
As shown Figure 2, the dynamic coefficients follow the
same behavior of the cylindrical seals as a function of
the speed of rotation, as shown in Figure 3. Likewise,
the radial clearance interferes with the values of the
coefficients, decreasing them as the ratio radial
clearance and radius of the axis increases.
3. 2. Staggered Flat Seals
The same analysis
performed for tapered seals was performed for staggered
seals. Thus, the type of seal is considered and their
specifications are described in Tables 3 and 4.

Seal 1
Seal 2

1.0

P0(z)=P0(Z)/*W

2

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

z=Z/L

Figure 1. Pressure distribution, p0(z) for two types of tapered
seals

Figure 2. Direct coefficients of stiffness, damping and
stiffness cross versus ΔP for seal
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The profile of the distribution of the coefficients
represented in Figure 5 is similar to cylindrical and
staggered seals; however, with the increase of radial
clearance the direct damping and cross-stiffness terms
do not vary significantly, since the direct stiffness term
decreased by 48%.
TABLE 5. Calculated values of the dynamic coefficients
Seal
7

(a)

K [x10 N/m]

2.685

7

k [x10 N/m]

0.455

C [x105 N.s/m]

0.256

5

c [x10 N.s/m]

0.4107

M [kg]

14.125

(b)
Figure 3. (a) Direct coefficients and cross-stiffness versus
ω,(b) Direct coefficients and cross-damping versus ω. seal
TABLE 4. Radial clearances values of input (C0) and output
(C1) for staggered seals

Figure 4. Direct coefficients of stiffness, direct damping and
stiffness cross versus ΔP for seal

C01 = C11 = 0.381 mm
Seal
C02 = C12 = 0.1905 mm

Similar to the cases studied previously, it is verified that
the increase of the radial clearance in the stepped flow
seal increases the amount of pressure absorbed at the
entrance of the seal. Since the stepped seal consists of
two sections of cylindrical seals, this same effect
appears at the junction point of the seal sections. Some
differences are found by analyzing the coefficients in
Table 5 and the dynamic coefficients for cylindrical and
conical seals.
In the case of staggered seals, with the increase of
radial clearance, the direct and cross-stiffness and direct
damping terms decrease, while the terms of inertia and
crossover damping increase. This is due to the effect of
the second cylindrical section of the stepped seal.
Therefore, in this case, the circumferential velocity has
an initial condition other than zero, which results from
the value coming from the first section. In addition,
another abrupt load loss occurs, which raises the direct
term of rigidity in relation to the seals analyzed.
Figure 4 show the influence of the pressure drop on
the dynamic coefficients for each of the seals described
in Tables 4 and 5.

(a)

(b)
Figure 5. (a) Direct coefficients and cross stiffness versus
speed of rotation, (b) Direct coefficients and cross-damping
versus ω. seal 1
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It is verified, in this case, that the direct damping
coefficients and cross-stiffness vary little when
modified radial clearance, while the direct term of
stiffness shows a considerable drop. As already
mentioned, due to the new conditions for the stepped
seal analysis, the value of the crossover coefficient of
damping increases with an increase in the radial
clearance, but still presents the same linear behavior in
relation to the variation of the speed of rotation.
4. CONCLUSION
The flow seals present a turbulent behavior, due to the
radial clearance, relatively higher between the seal and
the shaft when compared to that of the lubricated
bearings, the high axial velocity and the loss of load that
crosses them, and therefore cannot be studied from the
Reynolds theory. Thus, the governing equations for
fluids are necessary for the analysis of the
characteristics of the fluid along the seal.
A bibliographic review was carried out to
understand the physical concepts involved in the
analyzed system, as well as to verify the evolution in
studies of flow seals over the years.
From the analysis considering the centered axis, it
was possible to verify that the geometric characteristics
of the mechanical seals exert great influence on the
distributions of pressure and circumferential velocity.
The study of the perturbed system allowed
determining the coefficients, direct and crossing, of
stiffness and damping, besides the terms of inertia.
From these coefficients, the mechanical seals could be
integrated in the numerical analysis of a rotating system.
It was verified that the variation of geometric and
operational parameters, such as ratio between radial
clearance, between the seal and the shaft, and the radius
of the axis (Cr/R), ratio of seal length to shaft diameter
(L/D), relative roughness (εs), loss coefficient at the
entrance of the seal (ξ), recovery coefficient at the exit
of the seal (ξe), pressure gradient (ΔP) and rotational
speed of the (ω) axis can significantly change the
dynamic coefficients of the flat cylindrical flow seals,
and consequently can affect the resonance condition of
the rotating system. It is important to note that the most
critical case occurs when the L/D ratio becomes very
large, since the inertia term reaches very high values
and the direct term of rigidity becomes smaller and
smaller, becoming negative in the presented case.
The analysis of the conical seals allows to observe
that the relation between the pressure variation and the
dynamic coefficients is not linear, since increasing the
gap of this type of seal, but maintaining Cr/R ratio, the
pressure distribution remains practically constant, while
the dynamic coefficients showed a remarkable 40%
variation for the direct stiffness terms, 50% for the

crossover terms of stiffness and direct damping, and
52% for the crossover terms of damping and inertia. In
addition, it can be seen that the three types of seals
analyzed have similar behavior when changing
parameters such as pressure drop and the rotation speed
of the shaft.
The results obtained for cylindrical flat seals are in
agreement with those found in the literature,
highlighting that all graphs presented were calculated by
Moody's friction factor, the same used in the reference
literature.
It was verified that the application of the finite
volume method presents a satisfactory result in the
analysis of mechanical seals, which is very promising
for the future study of more complex flow stamps with
geometry, such as the labyrinth seal and honeycomb.
The analyzes of the flat seals were added to the
software, thus enabling a more complete study of the
rotating system. It was noted that the presence of the
flow seal alter the system, changing its natural
frequency. Moreover, this element represents a further
coupling point between the shaft and the foundation
and, consequently, constitutes a further transfer element
of the flexibility effect of the structure for the dynamic
response of the rotor.
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 با قرار دادن، یاطاقانها و روتورها تشکیل شده است،تعامل مکانیک سیاالت با سیستم خود چرخشی که عمدتا از محورها
، در این مقاله. که توسط روش المان محدود حاصل می شود،ضرایب پویا معادل در مدل ریاضی روتور انجام می شود
 از دیدگاه وابستگی، سختی و محاسبه مهر و موم تخت در اینجا مورد ارزیابی قرار گرفته است،ضریب پویایی اینرسی
، هنگامی که در مدل کل سیستم چرخشی قرار می گیرد، سپس.خصوصیات هندسی مهر و موم و شرایط عملیاتی دستگاه
 مهر و موم های مکانیکی.مهر و موم جریان نیز از نظر تأثیر آنها بر پاسخ دینامیکی کلی دستگاه چرخشی تحلیل می شود
 سفتی و، مخروطی و پله ای مورد تجزیه و تحلیل قرار گرفتند و برای این منظور ضرایب پویایی مهار،نوع استوانه ای
، بنابراین. تاثیر پارامترهای جسمی و عملیاتی سیستم در ارتباط با این عناصر تأیید شد، عالوه بر این. تعیین شدندinertia
مدل سازی و تجزیه و تحلیل جریان مهر و موم را در یک موضوع جالب و امیدوار کننده در زمینه موضوع تحقیق جهانی
.در ماشین آالت دوار وارد شده است
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